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Ventilation from Both Sashes is Required 
If ventilation from both sashes is required and sash weighted balance system is currently 
used and there is a requirement to control air infiltration you may want to consider 
PEELNSTICK Brass seal for sealing two sides and the header (top of the sash) as well as 
two sides and the sill of the Lower sash. See Disassembling a Wood Double Hung Window. 
 
Large Sashes 
If the sashes are large (wide and /or high) the weight of the sash will prohibit the  
lowering or raising of these sashes except under very controlled conditions. Shear weight  
of the sash will not allow friction and springs to control the height of these sashes. Special  
balance systems are required. 
 
Extremely Loose Fitting Sashes 
If the sashes are extremely loose fitting in the window frame that is they not only wiggle  
when pushed from side to side but cock more than a couple of degrees you may want to 
consider replacing these sashes. Or you can save these sashes by attaching runners on the 
sides And then using PEELNSTICK®.Brass weatherstripping to stop the air infiltration 
 
Covering the sash corner where the ropes were connected 
In historical prservation you can use brass coil or if aesthetics are not important aluminum 
 coil stock to cover the corner.
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Replace Dry-Rot Sashes 
If you plan to replace dry-rot sashes make your measurements for the sash width and height 
with PEEL N STICK® Brass seal installed or subtract about 3/16” from the opening width  
measurement and 3/32” from each sash height measurement. 
 
Save a Lot of Money. 
If the windows are never opened or air conditioning is in use or planned you may want to  
consider not only PEEL N STICK® Brass seals to stop heat loss due to air infiltration but  
KEL-EEZ® ThermoBarriers™ storm windows to lower radiant heat loss and save a lot of 
money. 
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